REFER TO SHEET WL-CI-1B.2 FOR ADDITIONAL SPECIFICATIONS, NOTES, AND COMPONENT SCHEDULE
LAYOUT NOTES:

1. Rack mounted installations are preferred versus wall mounted solutions where possible.

2. UW Medicine applications require (2) 208V 30A dedicated power outlets per (4) station cable panels and (2) quad dedicated 120V power outlets.

3. If emergency power is available, (2) lower 208V 30A ded. outlets shall be on emergency power, and (2) upper 208V 30A ded. outlets shall remain on standard power.

4. Standard spacing width between blocks is 5”. Based upon cable density and site conditions, spacing width may be increased to 7” and utilize larger 5” wide D-ring cable management brackets.

5. Connect riser cable shields to telecommunications ground bus bar.

6. Block/panel install begins at 64” aff. and expands down. Edge switch and associated wall mount brackets shall be installed 70” aff.

7. Refer to cable path guide for cable path installation requirements. Cable routing to be split at center.

8. Not shown on layout:
   - 1” electrical feed into room, location TBD by site conditions.
   - Location of UPS unit TBD by site conditions

9. Plywood to be fire-rated 3/4”x4”x8’ sheets, installed on a minimum of (2) walls, and painted UW-It white, except fire labels.

10. If CAT6A is specified, consult with owner for alternate install components and requirements.

11. Final wall layout, products, and project specifications to be confirmed and approved by owner.